Stalk Chopper Mounts On New Idea Corn Picker

There are still plenty of New Idea pull-type corn pickers around. Owners can save time and money by fitting them with the new Chop Rite stalk chopper unit from Miller Machine Shop. It lets you pick corn and chop stalks in one pass. The system is available for both one and two-row pickers.

“The stalk chopping systems mount under the picker and are powered by a belt drive from the picker gearbox,” explains Joseph Helmhut, Miller Machine Shop. “It’s good to have some mechanical experience, and you need a welder if you are installing it yourself.”

The four carrying brackets need to be welded in place. Once the bearings are assembled, the entire unit is hung on the brackets.

“A 50 hp tractor should provide plenty of power for both the picker and chopper,” says Helmhut. “It’s built for years of dependability with reversible flail knife blades with two edges and powder-coated finish. We designed it so it would be easy to service.”

The one-row model 3231 is priced at $1,200, and the two-row model 3262 is priced at $2,500.

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Miller Machine Shop, 2028 Beech Rd., Nappanee, Ind. 46550 (ph 574 773-2900).

Offset Unroller Speeds Up Row Mulching

Ag extension workers came up with plans for an offset bale unroller that’s been a valuable addition to Waterpenny Farm in Sperryville, Va., where workers spread hay for a mulch between vegetable rows.

Round bales (4 by 5-ft.) fit perfectly between vegetable rows. Aeration bin mulching (jokko.bae.uky.edu/ext/Specialty_Crops/plans.htm)

After using the unroller, Plaksin and his wife, Rachel, knew they needed to make a unit of their own. Each season they unroll more than 200 bales on 8 acres. They downloaded Wilhoit’s free plans and hired a local welder to put it together. With labor and all new materials, the total cost was $2,070.

The hydraulic top link is necessary to adjust the length to keep the implement from dragging on the ground as the bale gets smaller.

The blueprints are available free at http://jokko.bae.uky.edu/ext/Specialty_Crops/plans.htm.

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Waterpenny Farm, 53 Waterpenny Lane, Sperryville, Va. 22740 (540 987-8567; waterpenny@verizon.net; www.waterpennyfarm.com).

Chop Rite stalk chopper mount under New Idea pull-type corn pickers and is belt-driven off the picker gearbox.

He Specializes In Brooms, Squeegees

We recently spotted an ad for a “Mean Mule Broom” in a farm publication that covers South Dakota and surrounding areas. Described as “the ultimate push broom”, it’s designed for sweeping aeration floors on grain drying bins, and for aggressive cleaning of dirt and gravel on shop floors. The broom is equipped with 4 1/4-in. long polystyrene bristles and is available with heads up to 36 in. wide.

One broom called the Shopkeeper is designed to go right over grease and oil without absorbing them. The center of the broom head is equipped with somewhat stiff, coarse nylon bristles called the Bully that are made by an Amish company.

“I sell only the very best products, and these companies have them,” says Topper. “You can go to any store and buy a 24-in. push broom. What I’m selling are big 36 and 42-in. brooms and squeegees that are ideal for today’s large farm shops. They cost more but are worth it.”

Push Brooms

Topper says all the brooms he sells are designed for a specific purpose.”Some of my soft, fine-bristled brooms will get your shop floor clean enough that you can lay a sandwich on the floor and not be afraid to eat it. Others have rougher bristles designed to pick up gravel, and then there are those in between. Which broom to use depends on whether your floor is wet or dry or has heavy mud, dust, or a lot of grease and oil on it.”

Aeration bin floors are difficult to sweep, but the Mean Mule broom can handle them, says Topper. “With conventional push brooms the bristles get stuck in the floor’s aeration holes. The Mule’s polystyrene bristles are large enough to slide right over the holes, and resilient enough to flick the material forward as soon as you draw the broom back. They throw the material 8 to 10 ft. in front of you with each stroke.”

His brooms are available with bolt-on, one-piece Power Brace assemblies that strengthen the handle and lengthen it by 3 in. “Grain elevator managers have told me you can drive a semi truck over Power Brace brooms without breaking them,” says Topper.

He also sells a smaller 9-in. wide broom for aeration bins that’s called the Millhouse. It’s designed to sweep material away from bolt heads that extend inside the bin, where the bottom ring bolts down to a flange on the bin floor. “By setting the broom at an angle it can easily reach under the bolt heads,” says Topper.

A Mean Mule equipped with a 30-in. head sells for $63.

Bolt-on, one-piece Power Brace assemblies strengthen broom handle and lengthen it by 3 in.

Car Brushes

His car brushes come with X-shaped nylon fiber bristles that offer structural strength, yet also have a lot of surface to hold the washing solution. The nylon bristles provide more surface area to hold more washing solution, and they rinse clean. The fiber comes in 8 and 10-in. straight blocks and 10-in. tril-level, with or without end bristles.

Squeegees

“This squeegee will pick up whatever is on the floor, including every bit of moisture, as well as sand and mud. It leaves the floor clean and dry,” says Topper. “I like to say the squeegee’s curved ends help keep poop in a group”, and at 3 1/2 in. tall it’s high enough to push through deep mud.”

Sells for $83.

Shovels

He says his Bully and Bull scoop shovels are the only aluminum scoop shovels made in the U.S. “The Bully is 5 times stronger than a conventional shovel, yet it’s more flexible. The Bull is 8 times stronger. The top back side of the shovel is bent to keep the shovel’s neck from kinking from side to side. The shovels can be equipped with stainless steel wear strips. “A lot of farmers tell me they can’t find a good shovel any more. These shovels are designed right and will last a long time,” says Topper. They sell for $47 to $72.

Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Dakota Brush, 104 N. Main St., Groton, S. Dak. 57445 (ph 800 700-2709 or 605 380-5131; topperswebsite.com).